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Lakme Fashion Week 2019 Day 5: Lisa Haydon Looks Like an Enchanting Princess
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Lisa Haydon as Shriya Som's show stopper at Lakme Fashion Week 2019

 
 
 
 Lisa Haydon has always been that lady who flaunts the unconventional beauty choices with grace. Lakme Fashion
Week 2019 sees her again on the ramp, this time turning her into the showstopper of the show. The Queen actress
walked the ramp for designer Shriya Som looking gorgeous. Day 5 has been blessed with the ultimate fashionistas of
B-town and Lisa is definitely one of them. The stunning style goddess turned the heads around as she strutted with
confidence and poise.
 
 She wore an embellished ivory lehenga. Her make up was kept non-dramatic with copper hued eye shadow. Also, she
chose nude colour for her lips, keeping it extremely classy. The actress recently chopped her hair to the shoulder length
but here we can see her flaunting the extension. She completed look by adding a floral tiara and that elegant smile.
Check out the pics here.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Many of you might not know that Lisa started her journey in the fashion world by taking on the ramp. Now, going back to
where it all started definitely makes her nostalgic. Speaking of it, she said in a statement, "It always feels great to be
back on the runway, where I started my career. Of course, getting to open and close fashion shows for designers, the
love never gets old for me as fashion always holds a special place in my heart and remains a passion. I can't wait to
walk for Shriya Som in her stunning new collection.â€•
 
 Well, the wait is over and we are seeing the wonderful final result of the efforts. The week has indeed shown some of
the best icons including the debutante, Tahira Kashyap.
 
 
 
 
 
 - Latestly 
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